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Foreword

With the addition of ‗Prey on the Prowl‘ to my body of work, I thought the accretion was over

without short story genre. Not that I didn‘t try my hand at that, indeed I did, but finding the

output wanting, I didn‘t refill my pen again.

Maybe, literature was keen to have my contribution in this fictional sphere as well, so it seems,

as beginning from July 2015, Vinita Dawra Nagia came up with ―Write India Campaign of

Times of India‖. Her idea was to let the aspiring writers build their stories on the ‗prompts‘

provided by eleven of India‘s popular authors starting with Amish Tripathi.

When I penned Ilaa’s Ire on Amish‘s prompt, it felt like I had crossed the unassailable frontier,

and thereafter, for the next ten months, thanks to the prompts by Chetan Bhagat, Aswin Sanghi,

Ravi Subramanian, Preeti Shenoy, Tuhin A. Sinha, Ravinder Singh, Durjoy Datta, Madhuri

Banarjee, Jaisree Misra and Anita Nair, I had experienced the joy of short story writing.



That in the end, I could pen my Twelfth Tale, sans any prompting, perhaps, is a testimony to the

success of Vinita‘s Write India Campaign.

dedicated to readers,

past, present, future,

of my body of work,

in full or in part(s)
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Story 1 - Ilaa‟s Ire

Close to the city of Paithan, in a small village called Sauviragram, which lay along the banks of

the great river Godavari, lived a woman named Ilaa. Being cotton farmers, her family was well

to do, but not among the richest in the area. It was the harvest season, and cotton had to be

picked from plants. The wholesalers and traders from Paithan would be arriving in just a few

weeks, carrying gold and goods for barter. They would exchange what they carried for the

cotton that the farmers grew. The bales of cotton had to be ready in time! Work was at its peak!



But Ilaa was not to be found in the fields. She wasn‘t working. Instead, she was sitting by the

banks of the great river Godavari.

‗I am sick of this!‘ she grunted loudly, dangling her weary legs in the languid waters. [*]

‗Why not,‘ she thought, ‗am I not a victim of the unmaking of the mores of yore that brought

woman‘s life to this pass?

Gazing at the Sun, setting by then, she felt it symbolized the loss of sheen, of woman‘s high

noon of life, pictured by her grandmother in bedtime tales.

‗If only things remained the same,‘ she began to speculate about her would-have-been life, ‗I

would have gone to a gurukula to become a satyavadini at fifteen, and who knows, I might have

blossomed into a Maitreyi of the day, if not a modern day Ghosa. Moreover, I would have been

entitled to choose a man I fancied in a swayamvara, oh, what an appetizing prospect it is. Won‘t

that prove our ancestors were wise enough to realize that woman‘s liberation lay in her right

over her body to entrust it to the man she coveted? But how ignoramus the progeny of the wise

have become to ordain woman to remain illiterate and live in ignorance! How she‘s given away

in marriage, to a man of her father‘s choosing, lo, when she hasn‘t even matured! What else is

woman nowadays if not man‘s vassal? How sad that women of Sauviragram, or Paithan for that

matter, can‘t dare dream about things, which their ancestors took for granted. Maybe, same is

the case with fair sex everywhere in the once fair land named after my namesake.‘

As though to bring to the fore her dreams gone sour, the flow under her feet picked up stream.

Ilaa was born into a family of marginal farmers in Paithan. While mother earth, all along, had

seemingly conjured up with the rain gods to make it bountiful in their paddy fields, as though

not to deplete their meager landholding, mother nature too had ensured, over the generations,

that their home had a single issue, male at that. But much before she was born, as her

grandfather died prematurely, though being hale and healthy, her father, bitten by the quickbuck bug, threw caution to the winds and wagered on the cash crops. That was in spite of the

protestations of his mother and pleadings by his wife. As though to prove the old adage right

that greed brings in grief, coinciding with his decision to harvest cotton, the kapas market went

into depression. While prudence suggested course correction, as his gambling instinct got the

better of him, raising the stakes at the next outing, he took the neighbours‘ land on lease for

making a killing. What with the pests of Paithan too turning greedy, the failure of two

successive crops, besides reducing him into a farmhand in his own land, made his mother a

maid in a Brahman household. Though his wife wanted to follow suit, as his mother was averse

to it, she was left at home to fend for herself the meagerness of their means.

It was in those hard times that Ilaa was born to the unenthusiastic welcome of all; though soon

enough, enamoured of her charming demeanour, everyone began to hold her dear, her father

included. But as gods are prone to forgive their favourites, sooner or later that is, Ilaa had a



brother for company when she crossed five. While the fraternal frolics pleased her heart, it was

her grandma‘s tales, picked up from the Brahman woman she served, which stirred her mind,

only to depress her soul eventually! The thought that if only her grandmother have had her fair

share of her ancestral property, as per the Vedic norms, she would not have been constrained to

toil as a maid, left Ilaa with a sickening feeling about the injustice of it all. In her grandmother‘s

unjust deprivation of property and in the undue denial of her own education, she began to see

how women‘s legitimate interests have come to be jeopardized by man‘s spin to the ancient

mores.

As Ilaa, at eight, was still smarting from the denial of schooling, her marriage to eleven-year old

Ilaiah ensured that she was deprived even of her childhood liberties. As her fate would have it,

Ilaiah‘s father, the owner of a ten-acre farm in Sauviragram, in search of a bride for his heir,

happened to hear about her allure, clouded though by the gloom of poverty. But, sensing that a

beautiful bahu could accrue a like progeny to the clan, he chose to pursue the match regardless.

While her father thought it was a godsend, having espied Ilaiah, and finding him ungainly, Ilaa

felt that but for the matching names, it was no match at all. Nevertheless, led by her mother and

grandmother on the course of female compromises, Ilaa ascended the altar of a child marriage

though to remain with her parents until she matured at ten.

‗What would have been my life like had I obeyed my instinct and refused to budge.‘ she tried to

envision her life in a fresh light but as the clouds of despair, cast on her psyche, rendered that

impossible, she gave up with a sigh. ‗If life were to fail fantasy, how is it better than death?‘

But then, at an auspicious moment that noon, Ilaa was led out of Paithan to reach Sauviragram

well before dusk, and as if to portend the life in the offing for her, the delayed carriage forced

her to set foot in her sasural at Sun set. As though the diminishment of her new domicile,

ensured by patriarchal expediency, was not tough enough for her to cope up with, nature, in the

meantime, turned the Ilaiahs into an odd couple by endowing her to outgrow her husband by a

couple of inches. But it was the subjugation of women in Sauviragram, far worse than that in

Paithan that she could attribute to the rural urban divide, but was unable to reconcile, which

disturbed her the most. It was thus, when she gained in age, and on the ground, she began

‗educating‘ the village girls about the imperatives of equal rights for women, which triggered

an exodus of complaints to her doorsteps that her father-in-law, a less conforming conservative

as Ilaa saw, had to contend with.

Though Ilaa restrained herself on the social front from then on, lest she should occasion a

schism in Sauviragram, in the domestic domain she was constrained to bear the burden of

barrenness, notwithstanding thirteen years of cohabitation with her man. While the rest

pestered her on that count, her father-in-law, though disappointed at the delay, was optimistic

about an eventual fruition. Once when Ilaiah, as if in half jest, broached the topic of a co-wife for

her, for him to procreate, she retorted by asking him to restore the ancient norm of niyoga for



her, wherein a woman was allowed to spend time with her man‘s brother or a relative for offspring. And that put an end to the topic but not to his thirst for a fresh nuptial.

As if to break the uneasy impasse, when her father-in-law died of snake bite, Ilaa turned the

Vedic heat on Ilaiah‘s farmland by advocating her sister-in-law‘s case for a share in it. And that

ensured her conjugal relations with him had further soured. But aided by custom, even as Ilaiah

retained the reins on the land, to the fair sex of Paithan and yonder, Ilaa‘s self-less opposition to

it made her the reigning queen of Sauviragram. While that completed the couple‘s circle of

discord, what with his becoming his own man after his father‘s death, Ilaiah felt bold to steer

his life on a bigamous course. As he found the bride, the purohit fixed the muhurat that was after

the harvesting.

‗It‘s not that I have to share his bed with another that hurts.‘ Ilaa thought in bitterness. ‗As

woman‘s charms are prone to wane sooner than later, don‘t I know it‘s stupid to imagine that I

could hold him till the very end. But isn‘t it galling that branding me barren, he should sleep

with another. What if he is incapable of impregnating woman? Who knows; so why shouldn‘t

niyoga be the first option for fruition? Oh, how man had managed to usurp woman‘s rights to

upset her life? Is it left for her to wail her ill-fate until the doom‘s day? No way. Didn‘t father-inlaw say that reformation is a harbinger of change but revolution is the upheaval of old order?

Yes I have to shake Sauviragram to wake it up to the old order so that it awakens Paithan, and

through it the rest of Ilavarta. But how am I to achieve that?‘

Ilaa racked her brains till they frayed at their ends.

‗Why not I set the crops afire and perish in the fields?‘ she thought in the end. ‗That would

singe dharti maata for sure but won‘t she bear the ordeal for the sake of her hapless daughters.‘

Springing up from the sands, Ilaa headed towards the fields with a spring in her step.

Amish Tripathi’s prompt [*]

Story 2 - „201‟ Qualms

She sat in the Starbucks café, sipping her coffee and staring out of the window. The blood

stained knife lay next to her handbag, covered with her blue silk scarf. [*]

Being the lone customer at the half-open café, as she was trying to grapple with the unforeseen

development, the creaking sound at the entrance unhinged her train of thought. As she espied a

handsome youth ogling her, fervently hoping that he wouldn‘t settle himself at the adjacent

table, she instinctively covered the damning thing with the pallu of her chiffon sari. When a

bearer, as though on cue, led him to the other end of the floor, she heaved a sigh of relief.

‗Oh, how I‘ve got into this mess?‘ she thought nervously. ‗Where would all this lead me to? Was

it fair on her part to involve me in a hazardous activity? Why didn‘t I drop the damned thing

the moment she thrust it upon me, without a warning at that! What did I do instead? I did cover



it up along with her hand gloves with my own scarf! What prompted me to connive with her to

conceal the murder weapon? Was it her righteous cause or was it our lesbian love? Maybe both,

and if not, instead of boarding the train to Lonavala, she would have been behind bars by now.

How I allowed myself to be saddled with this incriminating thing that I might be caught along

with! Besides, what if the law were to catch up with her, in spite of her ingenuous planning and

meticulous execution? Won‘t that land me in trouble as well? Better I check up the Indian Penal

Code.‘

She reached for her iPhone and browsed for the relevant section of the code that read: ―201.

Causing disappearance of evidence of offence, or giving false information to screen offender.—

Whoever, knowing or having reason to believe that an offence has been committed, causes any

evidence of the commission of that offence to disappear, with the intention of screening the

offender from legal punishment, or with that intention gives any information respecting the

offence which he knows or believes to be false; if a capital offence.—shall, if the offence which

he knows or believes to have been committed is punishable with death, be punished with

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to seven years, and shall also

be liable to fine; if punishable with imprisonment for life…..‖. Going no farther, she muttered in

despair, ‗Oh! Goddamn Sudha‘.

She hailed the bearer to order another round of coffee, and began recapitulating their fateful

association.

‗She first met Sudha aboard Sahyadri Express at Lonavala that she herself boarded at Pune. As

they exchanged notes, it transpired that they both were on their way to Mumbai; even as she

was keen on entering into the arena advertising, Sudha was bent upon exploring the avenues

for social activism. By the time they alighted at the Chatrapathi Shivaji Terminus, they were so

drawn to each other that they set out to set up together. Soon, she joined a male-dominated

advertising agency and Sudha began lending her ‗service‘ hand and ‗ideological‘ head to

Trishna, the lady-head of a non-government organization engaged in advocating clean energy.

Though she herself was pragmatist to a tee and Sudha was an idealist to the core, their sincere

natures wedded them to an unbound friendship.‘

As the bearer brought her coffee, savouring the beverage, unmindful of the surroundings, she

was immersed in her recap.

‗When Sudha was holidaying in Kashmir, struck by Cupid, she fell for one Captain Rawat, a

commander of sorts, stationed in the valley to curb the militancy on the raise. Even as her sense

of service jelled with Rawat‘s patriotic fervour, her parents, owing to the risks involved in his

calling, were averse to having an army officer for a son-in-law. When Sudha prevailed upon her

parents, with no mean help from her, the spirited beau led his euphoric bride to the altar to tie

the knot. After a month-long honeymoon down south, Sudha rejoined her in their modest

apartment to resume her mundane work at Trishna‘s outfit. Nevertheless, thanks to the

intermittent unions with her man, which followed prolonged separations, Sudha remained in



the seventh heaven. When she was all set to join Rawat in Jammu‘s barracks, tragedy struck in

the form of a fidayeen attack in which he was martyred, albeit after slaying five of the six

intruders, all by himself.‘

She recalled the somber ceremony at Rashtrapathi Bhavan, when the President, to

posthumously honour Rawat for his exemplary valour, presented an Ashoka Chakra to Sudha.

While Sudha adopted that as her new mangalsutra, vowing never to yield space to another in its

place, thanks to their lesbianism, occasioned by the combination of circumstances, she too came

to value it. Soon, wiping her moist eyes and controlling her emotions, she continued with the

recapitulation.

‗The thought that Rawat had sacrificed his flowery life for his motherland made the nation

dearer to Sudha, nourishing which became the mission of her life. So she lent her heart and soul

to Trishna‘s agenda, which made her the latter‘s trusted lieutenant. What‘s more, to the delight

of the left-leaning and to the chagrin of the right-tilting, the elegant and articulate Sudha, who

came to dominate the electronic media‘s stilted debates, became, as was said, a thorn in the flesh

of the big-buck vultures. While Sudha gloated in the glare of the ensuing publicity, Trishna

enlarged her overseas reach to rake in more Euros to expand her operations deep into the

hinterland.‘

By then, as most of the tables were occupied, thinking its better she moved out, she signaled the

bearer to fetch the bill. As she reached for her handbag, to pull out the wallet, she was shocked

to realize that she had been carrying the damned knife as an additional baggage. Having

hurriedly stuffed the scarf and all into her handbag, as she waited for the bill, she looked

around to see if she was attracting attention. Sensing that the guy had his eyes still fixed on her,

she got a little scary; what if, by chance, he had seen us at the CST, and would resort to

blackmailing me? Cursing Sudha all again, she wondered how to sneak out of the café without

being stalked by him. As luck would have it, soon he made it to the loo, and thanking nature‘s

call that came to her rescue, she rushed out to hire a cab to continue her journey in the tracks of

the time passed by.

‗As though to prove that ‗good things don‘t last forever‘, destiny brought Sudha face to face

with the ugly face of Trishna‘s hidden agenda. When she stumbled upon Trishna‘s secret closet,

skeletons in their scores tumbled out to her shock. Sensing that under the guise of

environmentalism, Trishna was at undermining the country‘s economic well-being, she couldn‘t

help but juxtapose Rawat‘s supreme sacrifice to uphold that. First she thought of turning into a

whistleblower but aware of the long list of ‗who is who‘ among Trishna‘s backers, on second

thought, she saw the futility of it all. Besides, she reckoned that Trishna would ensure that she is

bumped off without a whimper to put a lid on it. As Sudha revealed no more, she herself

thought of it no more.‘

Stepping out of the cab en route, to ease her nerves, she shopped for a fag, which she puffed

away in Sudha‘s trail.



‗Obsessed with the idea of seeing Trishna‘s end, without anyone getting wise to it, she began

plotting a perfect murder, the fad of many a murderer, made more difficult by cell-phone

towers and CCTV cameras. However, equal to the challenge, she planned to the tee and killed

Trishna with an antique knife with which Rawat, after exhausting his ammunition, slew the

fifth fidayeen, for she felt that would be symbolic of his act. Though it was prudent to destroy the

murder weapon, she wanted to hold onto it as long as she lived; but what if, by any outside

chance, the police were to question her and search her premises as well? So, wanting her to

whisk it away to safety, using someone‘s cell-phone, she made that call asking her to make it to

the CST with a spare handbag.‘

How shocked she was hearing the chilling account of the killing and how scary it felt holding

that blood-stained knife, held in those hand gloves, which, somehow, she managed to wrap in

the scarf that she wore then.

‗Coinciding with her parents‘ planned pilgrimage to Badrinath, Sudha wanted to pay her

homage to Rawat‘s soul with Trishna‘s blood. Having obtained a week‘s leave of absence to rest

and recreate at Lonavala, two days back, she contrived to ensure one of her colleagues had seen

her off at the CST. But for this cell-age that should have been a good enough alibi, and so,

reaching Lonavala in three hours, she dropped her smart-phone at a street corner, and alerted

Airtel to make it inoperative.

At the dead of night, last night, she sneaked out of her home with a pair of hand gloves and that

knife, tucked under her reversible burka. Alighting at the CST before dawn, she walked her

way to ‗Trishna‘s Abode‘; she avoided hiring a cab so as not to leave any trail for the police to

track her down. Upon reaching the destination, she pressed the buzzer with glows on, and as

the intended victim opened the door wide-eyed, she lost no time in slaying her with that knife.

As Trishna lay dead, she left the place without raising an alarm, and wearing the burka by its

reverse side on the way, she walked back to the CST, and having called her, waited there to

entrust the incriminating stuff to her.‘

Oh, how serene Sudha looked when they met and how animated she was in recounting the

incident!

‗Handling the handbag that she gave her, Sudha said that after alighting the train at Lonavala,

she could take a detour to exit the station before which she would transfer the burka into it for

its suitable disposal thereafter, and that should bring the perfect murder to its legal closure.‘

‗It could as well have been,‘ she thought, and after reflecting for a while, she picked up her

iPhone, to compose a message to Sudha for record, as anyway, her smart-phone was

inoperative still.

‗Won‘t my action amount to betrayal of trust?‘ she thought pausing to press the ‗send‘ button.

‗Could be, but law doesn‘t have riders to it when it comes to complying with it. But had Sudha
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